KV IIT CHENNAI
STD III EVS QUESTION BANK FOR FA2
) VSA (Very Short Answer-1 Mark each) – One word to one sentence
.1.Observe the pictures and write a sentence about each.

1 VSA (Very Short Answer-1 Mark each) – One word to one
sentence

1. Name an animal you have never touched____________
2.Name an animal you have touched___________________
3.Name an animal you have not touched, but want to do
it_____________
4.What is the blue cross?____________________________
5.Why do we hate to be alone?____________________________
1.Choose and fill in the blanks with the correct answers:
1______________ is a medicinal plant.( tulasi/ lily)
2______________ needs very little water to grow. (mango/cactus )
3___________

is precious, every drop counts.(water/shampoo)

4 A floating house is called a _____________ .(boat house/ ship)
5.Carrot is a ____________ of a plant(stem/root)
6.Houses in rainy regions have __________ roofs.(flat/sloping )
7.A food Pyramid helps to_______________ our diet
(balance/upset)
B) SA (Short Answer-2 Marks each) – Class III/IV: 10 Words
1.Who is a potter? What instruments does he use? What does he
need for working on it?
2. What is the difference between farm animals and pet animals?
farm animals ________________________________

pet animals _____________________________________________
3. Describe the types of houses found in Rajasthan.
4. What are the two sources of food? Name them and give two
examples of each.
5. Whats the difference:Potter and Blacksmith:
6.Write a slogan to save water.
7.Why do stilt houses have ladders?
8. Why do maps have symbols?
9. How do maps help us?
10. Why does an igloo have a small door for entry and no windows?
11. Why do people living in stilt houses remove the ladder at night?
12. Why should we do rain water harvesting?
13. How is cloth made? What are the different types of materials
used?
14Name some costumes we use that is unstitched?
15. Why do we need woolen clothes? From where do we get wool?
16.Why should we be kind to animals?
17.How can you reuse water, give two examples:
18. What does a family provide us with?
19. Why do we make bird baths in our gardens?
2.Answer the following in two sentences

How can you re-use water in your house? Give two examples:
3. What all services do post offices offer us?
4. Classify the following flowers: jasmine, rose, marigold, kachnar,
banana , lotus , neem ,hibiscus
decorations:________ _______ making perfume:_______ _______
cooking__________ __________ medicinal power: _______ ______
5. Draw a neat diagram of plant, and label its part:
6.Classify:

carrot coriander mango jasmine

Part of a plant: Flower:______ Stem and leaves :__________ fruit
:________
Root:_____________
1.Who was Louis Braille? What do you know about him?
2..What natural cure would you suggest for
I .toothache
:______________________________________________
Ii cough and
cold:___________________________________________
Iii Fever
:____________________________________________________
iv. wound and hurt
:___________________________________________

a) LA (Long Answer- 5 Marks each) -Class III : 30 Words;
3.Answer in detail
1.What is your favourite food? Write in detail about it :how it is
prepared ?What we need to make it. How and when is it eaten
normally,and also its nutritive value.

2.Draw a web of life, starting from you! Draw yourself in the middle
and begin from there. Explain how things are interrelated.

Me

3. Draw a food chain, with the sun in the center:

sun

4.Write your school address neatly on this envelope:

4.Write your home address neatly on this envelope

5.Write how a mail you write reaches your friend: How it travels:
6. Draw a neat map, and write out the details: Symbols and key
to it :
Key

Your map

